Effect of (Asu1,7)E-CT, synthetic analogue of eel-calcitonin, on nociceptive transmission.
The effect of (Asu1,7)E-CT a deaminodicarba-analogue of the synthetic eel-calcitonin on the nociceptive transmission has been studied in mice. The analogue was intracerebroventricularly (0.0.5-0.01-0.02 U.I./kg) or intravenously (0.02-0.04-0.05 -0.1 U.I./kg) injected. This synthetic derivative of eel-calcitonin increased the antinociceptive effect also after peripheral administration. Moreover, preliminary studies on the time-course of this analogue showed that the dose of 0.1 U.I./kg i.v. injected, was able to elicit antinociceptive effect, already 5 min after the administration.